
The developed designs 
01   On a scale of 1–5 (5 being strongly supportive and 1 being strongly opposed), to what 

extent do you support or oppose the developed designs for Euston Tower? 

02  Please give a reason for your answer in the box below

The proposed Neighbourhood Lab – a hub for local innovation
During conversations over the past year, lots of people 
shared with us how important it is that the public space in 
Euston Tower is welcoming, useful and successful in creating 
an ecosystem that connects the community to businesses 
and opportunities in the building. We are proposing a 
Neighbourhood Lab as a hub for local innovation. Let us know 
your thoughts on this concept and how the public space 
in the building can best be used in the questions below.

03   On a scale of 1–5 (5 being strongly supportive and 1 being strongly opposed), to what 
extent do you support or oppose the revised designs of the Euston Tower building?

04   Have you attended any events on the future of 
Euston Tower previously? E.g., the July exhibition 
events, or co-design workshops.

05   If so, do you feel the proposals have responded to 
the feedback given by the local community?

Euston Tower  
consultation feedback form
Thank you for taking the time to visit our exhibition on the 
developed designs for Euston Tower.
The plans presented have been shaped through extensive engagement with the community over the last year, including 
co-design workshops, panel events, and projects with local young adults. This second phase of public consultation 
is your chance to let us know your thoughts ahead of us submitting a planning application later in the year. 

Your feedback is important to us, and we’d be grateful if you could fill in the form below. 
If you’d prefer to send an email please email the team at info@eustontower.uk.

About you
(if you would prefer not to share this information, please leave this section blank)

Name

Email

Phone Postcode

What is your relationship to the site?

 Local resident

  1

  1

  Yes
  Yes

  2

  2

  No
  No

  3

  3

  4

  4

  5

  5

 Local worker  Visitor  Attended a previous co-design workshop or engagement event

 Other (please specify)

  I agree to be kept up to date with the Euston Tower proposals. We will keep your information on file until the project is complete. We will 
not pass your details to any third party and you can be removed from the mailing list by contacting info@eustontower.uk. For more 
information on our privacy policy please visit britishland.com/site-services/privacy-notice. 

06  What kind of local ideas and innovations would 
you like to see explored in Euston Tower?



07  What local projects or collaborations could help 
explore and find solutions to these ideas, so that 
everyone’s contributions help us innovate?

10  Please give a reason for your answer 
in the box below

08  What kind of things would you like to see 
happening across the public floors of 
Euston Tower?

11  We are proposing a new civic square that could be used for events, learning, screenings and more. What 
activities that benefit local people would you like to see in this space?

The public realm

Housing at 7-9 William Road

Other comments

The exhibition

We have heard strongly from previous exhibitions and events that people want to see greater connectivity, walking routes, shelter, 
and places for play in the areas outside Euston Tower.

9   On a scale of 1-5 (5 being strongly supportive and 
1 being strongly opposed), to what extent do you 
agree/disagree that the developed designs for the 
public realm have responded to feedback from the 
local community?

14   Please let us know any other comments you have on the developed designs for 
Euston Tower and/or 7-9 William Road.

13   On a scale of (5 being strongly supportive and 1 
being strongly opposed), to what extent do you 
support our proposed architectural approach to 
ensure that our proposals are in keeping with the 
character of William Road?

12   On a scale of 1–5 (5 being strongly supportive 
and 1 being strongly opposed), to what extent 
do you agree/disagree that 7-9 William Road 
is an appropriate site for delivering nine 
affordable homes.

15   On a scale of 1–5 (5 being strongly supportive and 
1 being strongly opposed), have you found the 
exhibition content and format useful?

16   Please let us know any further thoughts 
you have on how British Land can best 
engage with you in the future.
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